Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The survival of an organism is influenced by both biotic (competition for resources, predator-prey interactions) and abiotic (light, precipitation, availability of resources) factors. Since these factors are space-time dependent, all types of organisms have to choose their dispersal strategies: If they disperse they can arrive in locations with different environmental conditions while if they do not disperse they face the temporal fluctuations of the local environmental conditions. The dispersion strategy impacts key attributes of a population including its spatial distribution and temporal fluctuations in its abundance. Individuals selecting more favorable habitats are more likely to survive or reproduce. When population densities increase in these habitats, organisms may prosper by selecting habitats that were previously unused. There have been numerous studies of the interplay between dispersal and environmental heterogeneity and how this influences population growth; see Hastings ([@CR27]), Gonzalez and Holt ([@CR22]), Schmidt ([@CR52]), Roy et al. ([@CR50]), Schreiber ([@CR54]), Cantrell et al. ([@CR8]), Durrett and Remenik ([@CR17]), Evans et al. ([@CR18]) and references therein. The mathematical analysis for stochastic models with density-dependent feedbacks is less explored. In the setting of discrete-space discrete-time models there have been thorough studies by Benaïm and Schreiber ([@CR4]); Schreiber ([@CR54]); Schreiber et al. ([@CR59]). Continuous-space discrete-time population models that disperse and experience uncorrelated, environmental stochasticity have been studied by Hardin et al. ([@CR23], [@CR24], [@CR25]). They show that the leading Lyapunov exponent *r* of the linearization of the system around the extinction state almost determines the persistence and extinction of the population. For continuous-space continuous-time population models Mierczyński and Shen ([@CR43]) study the dynamics of random Kolmogorov type PDE models in bounded domains. Once again, it is shown that the leading Lyapunov exponent *r* of the linarization around the trivial equilibrium 0 almost determines when the population goes extinct and when it persists. In the current paper we explore the question of persistence and extinction when the population dynamics is given by a system of stochastic differential equations. In our setting, even though our methods and techniques are very different from those used by Hardin et al. ([@CR23]) and Mierczyński and Shen ([@CR43]), we still make use of the system linearized around the extinction state. The Lyapunov exponent of this linearized system plays a key role throughout our arguments.

Evans et al. ([@CR18]) studied a linear stochastic model that describes the dynamics of populations that continuously experience uncertainty in time and space. Their work has shed some light on key issues from population biology. Their results provide fundamental insights into "ideal free" movement in the face of uncertainty, the evolution of dispersal rates, the single large or several small (SLOSS) debate in conservation biology, and the persistence of coupled sink populations. In this paper, we propose a density-dependent model of stochastic population growth that captures the interactions between dispersal and environmental heterogeneity and complements the work of Evans et al. ([@CR18]). We then present a rigorous and comprehensive study of the proposed model based on stochastic analysis.

The dynamics of a population in nature is stochastic. This is due to *environmental stochasticity*---the fluctuations of the environment make the growth rates random. One of the simplest models for a population living in a single patch is$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\lim _{t\rightarrow \infty }\frac{1}{t}\int _0^tU(s)\,ds=0$$\end{document}$ almost surely.Organisms are always affected by temporal heterogeneities, but they are subject to spatial heterogeneities only when they disperse. Population growth is influenced by spatial heterogeneity through the way organisms respond to environmental signals (see Hastings [@CR27]; Cantrell and Cosner [@CR7]; Chesson [@CR10]; Schreiber and Lloyd-Smith [@CR57]). There have been several analytic studies that contributed to a better understanding of the separate effects of spatial and temporal heterogeneities on population dynamics. However, few theoretical studies have considered the combined effects of spatio-temporal heterogeneities, dispersal, and density-dependence for discretely structured populations with continuous-time dynamics.

As seen in both the continuous (Evans et al. [@CR18]) and the discrete (Palmqvist and Lundberg [@CR45]) settings, the extinction risk of a population is greatly affected by the spatio-temporal correlation between the environment in the different patches. For example, if spatial correlations are weak, one can show that populations coupled via dispersal can survive even though every patch, on its own, would go extinct (see Evans et al. [@CR18]; Jansen and Yoshimura [@CR30]; Harrison and Quinn [@CR26]). Various species usually exhibit spatial synchrony. Ecologists are interested in this pattern as it can lead to the extinction of rare species. Possible causes for synchrony are dispersal and spatial correlations in the environment (see Legendre [@CR39]; Kendall et al. [@CR34]; Liebhold et al. [@CR40]). Consequently, it makes sense to look at stochastic patch models coupled by dispersion for which the environmental noise of the different patches can be strongly correlated. We do this by extending the setting of Evans et al. ([@CR18]) by allowing the environmental noise driving the system to be degenerate.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, we introduce our model for a population living in a patchy environment. It takes into account the dispersal between different patches and density-dependent feedback. The temporal fluctuations of the environmental conditions of the various patches are modeled by Brownian motions that are correlated. We start by considering the relative abundances of the different patches in a low density approximation. We show that these relative abundances converge in distribution to their unique invariant probability measure asymptotically as time goes to infinity. Using this invariant probability measure we derive an expression for *r*, the stochastic growth rate (Lyapunov exponent) in the absence of competition. We show that this *r* is key in analyzing the long-term behavior of the populations. In Appendix [A](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"} we show that if $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ r<0$$\end{document}$ then all the population abundances go extinct asymptotically, at an exponential rate (with exponential constant *r*). Appendix [C](#Sec13){ref-type="sec"} is dedicated to the case when the noise driving our system is degenerate (that is, the dimension of the noise is lower than the number of patches). In Appendix [D](#Sec15){ref-type="sec"}, we show that *r* depends continuously on the coefficients of our model and that persistence is robust---that is, small perturbations of the model do not make a persistent system become extinct. We provide some numerical examples and possible generalizations in Sect. [4](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}.

Model and results {#Sec2}
=================

We study a population with overlapping generations, which live in a spatio-temporally heterogeneous environment consisting of *n* distinct patches. The growth rate of each patch is determined by both deterministic and stochastic environmental inputs. We denote by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Remark 2.3 {#FPar4}
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Remark 2.4 {#FPar5}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} d{\tilde{X}}(t) = {\tilde{X}}(t) \sum _{i=1}^n \alpha _i(a_i-b_i\alpha _i{\tilde{X}}(t))\,dt + {\tilde{X}}(t)\sum _{i=1}^n\alpha _i\,dE_i(t). \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$As such, our system is a general version of the system treated in Evans et al. ([@CR19]). One can recover the system from Evans et al. ([@CR19]) as an infinite dispersion limit of ours.
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {X}(0)= \mathbf {x}\in \mathbb {R}^n_+$$\end{document}$. Following Evans et al. ([@CR18]), we call matrices *D* with zero row sums and non-negative off-diagonal entries *dispersal matrices*. If *D* is a dispersal matrix, then it is a generator of a continuous-time Markov chain. Define $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$P_t$$\end{document}$ gives the proportion of the population that was initially in patch *i* at time 0 but has dispersed to patch *j* at time *t* and *D* is the generator of this Markov chain. If one wants to include mortality induced because of dispersal, one can add cemetery patches in which dispersing individuals enter and experience a killing rate before moving to their final destination. Our model is a density-dependent generalization of the one by Evans et al. ([@CR18]). We are able to prove that the linearization of the density-dependent model fully determines the non-linear density-dependent behavior, a fact which was conjectured by Evans et al. ([@CR18]). Furthermore, we prove stronger convergence results and thus extend the work of Evans et al. ([@CR18]). Analogous results for discrete-time versions of the model have been studied by Benaïm and Schreiber ([@CR4]) for discrete-space and by Hardin et al. ([@CR23], [@CR24]) for continuous-space.

We will work under the following assumptions.

Assumption 2.2 {#FPar6}
--------------

The dispersal matrix *D* is *irreducible*.

Assumption 2.3 {#FPar7}
--------------
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Assumption [2.2](#FPar6){ref-type="sec"} is equivalent to forcing the entries of the matrix $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t>0$$\end{document}$. This means that it is possible for the population to disperse between any two patches. We can always reduce our problem to this setting by working with the maximal irreducible subsets of patches. Assumption [2.3](#FPar7){ref-type="sec"} says that our randomness is non-degenerate, and thus truly *n*-dimensional. We show in Appendix [C](#Sec13){ref-type="sec"} how to get the desired results when Assumption [2.3](#FPar7){ref-type="sec"} does not hold.
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {Y}(t)=(Y_1(t),\ldots , Y_n(t))$$\end{document}$. An application of Itô's lemma to ([2.1](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) yields$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Consider Equation ([2.5](#Equ6){ref-type=""}) on the boundary $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Evans et al. ([@CR18], Proposition 3.1) proved that the process $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Remark 2.5 {#FPar8}
----------

We note that *r* is the stochastic growth rate (or Lyapunov exponent) of the total population $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We use superscripts to denote the starting points of our processes. For example $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Definition 2.1 {#FPar9}
--------------
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Theorem 2.1 {#FPar10}
-----------
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Remark 2.6 {#FPar11}
----------

Theorem [2.1](#FPar10){ref-type="sec"} is a direct consequence of Theorem [A.2](#FPar48){ref-type="sec"}, which will be proved in Appendix [A](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"}. As a corollary we get the following result.

Definition 2.2 {#FPar12}
--------------

Following Roth and Schreiber ([@CR49]), we say that the model ([2.1](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) is stochastically persistent if for all $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Corollary 2.1 {#FPar13}
-------------

If Assumptions [2.2](#FPar6){ref-type="sec"} and [2.3](#FPar7){ref-type="sec"} hold, and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proof {#FPar14}
-----

By Theorem [2.1](#FPar10){ref-type="sec"}, we have that for all $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Biological interpretation of Theorem** [2.1](#FPar10){ref-type="sec"}  *The quantity* *r* *is the Lyapunov exponent or stochastic growth rate of the total population process* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\overline{\sigma }}^2$$\end{document}$ *is the infinitesimal variance of the environmental stochasticity averaged according to the asymptotic distribution of the population in the absence of competition.* *We note by* ([2.8](#Equ9){ref-type=""}) *that* *r* *depends on the dispersal matrix, the growth rates at 0 and the covariance matrix of the environmental noise. As such, the stochastic growth rate can change due to the dispersal strategy or environmental fluctuations.*

*When the stochastic growth rate of the population in absence of competition is strictly positive (i.e.* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Definition 2.3 {#FPar15}
--------------

We say the population of patch *i* goes extinct if for all $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Theorem 2.2 {#FPar16}
-----------

Suppose that Assumptions [2.2](#FPar6){ref-type="sec"} and [2.3](#FPar7){ref-type="sec"} hold and that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Biological interpretation of Theorem** [2.2](#FPar16){ref-type="sec"}  *If the stochastic growth rate of the population in the absence of competition is negative (i.e.* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In Appendix [A](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"}, we prove Theorem [2.1](#FPar10){ref-type="sec"} while Theorem [2.2](#FPar16){ref-type="sec"} is proven in Appendix [B](#Sec12){ref-type="sec"}.

Degenerate noise {#Sec3}
----------------

We consider the evolution of the process $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {E}(t)=(E_1(t),\ldots , E_n(t))^T=\Gamma ^\top \mathbf {B}(t)$$\end{document}$ is singular, the environmental noise driving our SDEs has a lower dimension than the dimension *n* of the underlying state space. It becomes much more complex to prove that our process is Feller and irreducible. In order to verify the Feller property, we have to verify the so-called Hörmander condition, and to verify the irreducibility, we have to investigate the controllability of a related control system.

We are able to prove the following extinction and persistence results.

### Theorem 2.3 {#FPar17}
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### Remark 2.7 {#FPar18}
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### Remark 2.8 {#FPar20}
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Note that the two Theorems above have some extra assumptions. We exhibit how one can get these conditions explicitly as functions of the various parameters of the model. For the sake of a clean exposition we chose to fully treat the case when $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Theorem 2.5 {#FPar21}
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### Theorem 2.6 {#FPar22}
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### Remark 2.9 {#FPar23}

Once again the parameter *r* tells us when the population goes extinct and when it persists. To obtain the conclusion of Theorem [2.4](#FPar19){ref-type="sec"} when $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Theorem 2.7 {#FPar24}
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The proof of Theorem [2.7](#FPar24){ref-type="sec"} is presented in Sect. [3.2](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"}.

Robust persistence and extinction {#Sec5}
---------------------------------

The model we work with is an approximation of the real biological models. As a result, it is relevant to see if 'close models' behave similarly to ours. This reduces to studying the robustness of our system. Consider the process$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Theorem 2.8 {#FPar25}
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**Biological interpretation of Theorem** [2.8](#FPar25){ref-type="sec"}  *As long as the perturbation of our model is small, persistence does not change to extinction. Our model, even though it is only an approximation of reality, can provide relevant information regarding biological systems. Small enough changes in the growth rates, the competition rates, the dispersion matrix and the covariance matrix leave a persistent system unchanged.*

Theoretical and numerical examples {#Sec6}
==================================

This subsection is devoted to some theoretical and numerical examples. We choose the dimension to be $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Remark 3.1 {#FPar26}
----------
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However, following Evans et al. ([@CR18]), in the case of two patches ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The degenerate case when the conditions of Theorem [2.6](#FPar22){ref-type="sec"} are violated {#Sec8}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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### Example 3.1 {#FPar27}
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**Biological interpretation** *In the case when* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$a_1-\frac{\sigma ^2}{2}$$\end{document}$. *In contrast to* Evans et al. ([@CR18], Example 1) *coupling two sink patches by dispersion cannot yield persistence.*

*However, if the growth rates of the patches are different* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Discussion and generalizations {#Sec9}
==============================

For numerous models of population dynamics it is natural to assume that time is continuous. One reason for this is that often environmental conditions change continuously with time and therefore can naturally be described by continuous time models. There have been a few papers dedicated to the study of stochastic differential equation models of interacting, unstructured populations in stochastic environments (see Benaïm et al. [@CR5]; Schreiber et al. [@CR59]; Evans et al. [@CR19]). These models however do not account for population structure or correlated environmental fluctuations.

Examples of structured populations can be found by looking at a population in which individuals can live in one of *n* patches (e.g. fish swimming between basins of a lake or butterflies dispersing between meadows). Dispersion is viewed by many population biologists as an important mechanism for survival. Not only does dispersion allow individuals to escape unfavorable landscapes (due to environmental changes or lack of resources), it also facilitates populations to smooth out local spatio-temporal environmental changes. Patch models of dispersion have been studied extensively in the deterministic setting (see for example Hastings [@CR27]; Cantrell et al. [@CR8]). In the stochastic setting, there have been results for discrete time and space by Benaïm and Schreiber ([@CR4]), for continuous time and discrete space by Evans et al. ([@CR18]) and for structured populations that evolve continuously both in time and space.

We analyze the dynamics of a population that is spread throughout *n* patches, evolves in a stochastic environment (that can be spatially correlated), disperses among the patches and whose members compete with each other for resources. We characterize the long-term behavior of our system as a function of *r*---the growth rate in the absence of competition. The quantity *r* is also the Lyapunov exponent of a suitable linearization of the system around 0. Our analysis shows that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Since mathematical models are always approximations of nature it is necessary to study how the persistence and extinction results change under small perturbations of the parameters of the models. The concept of robust persistence (or permanence) has been introduced by Hutson and Schmitt ([@CR28]). They showed that for certain systems persistence holds even when one has small perturbations of the growth functions. There have been results on robust persistence in the deterministic setting for Kolmogorov systems by Schreiber ([@CR53]) and Garay and Hofbauer ([@CR20]). Recently, robust permanence for deterministic Kolmogorov equations with respect to perturbations in both the growth functions and the feedback dynamics has been analyzed by Patel and Schreiber ([@CR46]). In the stochastic differential equations setting results on robust persistence and extinction have been proven by Schreiber et al. ([@CR59]) and Benaïm et al. ([@CR5]). We prove analogous results in our framework where the populations are coupled by dispersal. For robust persistence we show in Appendix [D](#Sec15){ref-type="sec"} that even with *density-dependent* perturbations of the growth rates, dispersion matrix and environmental covariance matrix, if these perturbations are sufficiently small and if the unperturbed system is persistent then the perturbed system is also persistent. In the case of extinction we can prove robustness when there are small *constant* perturbations of the growth rates, dispersal matrices and covariance matrices.

In ecology there has been an increased interest in the spatial synchrony present in population dynamics. This refers to the changes in the time-dependent characteristics (i.e. abundances etc) of structured populations. One of the mechanisms which creates synchrony is the dependence of the population dynamics on a synchronous random environmental factor such as temperature or rainfall. The synchronizing effect of environmental stochasticity, or the so-called *Moran effect*, has been observed in multiple population models. Usually this effect is the result of random but correlated weather effects acting on spatially structured populations. Following Legendre ([@CR39]) one could argue that our world is a spatially correlated one. For many biotic and abiotic factors, like population density, temperature or growth rate, values at close locations are usually similar. For an in-depth analysis of spatial synchrony see Kendall et al. ([@CR34]) and Liebhold et al. ([@CR40]). Most stochastic differential models appearing in population dynamics treat only the case when the noise is non-degenerate (although see Rudnicki [@CR51]; Dieu et al. [@CR15]). This simplifies the technical proofs significantly. However, from a biological point of view it is not clear that the noise should never be degenerate. For example if one models a system with multiple populations then all populations can be influenced by the same factors (a disease, changes in temperature and sunlight etc). Environmental factors can intrinsically create spatial correlations and as such it makes sense to study how these degenerate systems compare to the non-degenerate ones. In our setting the *n* different patches could be strongly spatially correlated. Actually, in some cases it could be more realistic to have the same one-dimensional Brownian motion $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(B_t)_{t\ge 0}$$\end{document}$ driving the dynamics of all patches. We were able to find conditions under which the proofs from the non-degenerate case can be generalized to the degenerate setting. This is a first step towards a model that tries to explain the complex relationship between dispersal, stochastic environments and spatial correlations.

We fully analyze what happens if there are only two patches, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$n=2$$\end{document}$, and the noise is degenerate. Our results show unexpectedly, and in contrast to the non-degenerate results by Evans et al. ([@CR18]), that coupling two sink patches cannot yield persistence. More generally, we show that the stochastic growth rate is a decreasing function of the dispersal rate. In specific instances of the degenerate setting, even when there is persistence, the invariant probability measure the system converges to does not have $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbb {R}_+^{2,\circ }$$\end{document}$ as its support. Instead, the abundances of the two patches converge to an invariant probability measure supported on the line $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\{\mathbf {x}=(x_1,x_2)\in \mathbb {R}^{2,\circ }_+: x_1=x_2\}$$\end{document}$. These examples shows that degenerate noise is not just an added technicality---the results can be completely different from those in the non-degenerate setting. The negative effect of spatial correlations (including the fully degenerate case) has been studied in several papers for discrete-time models (see Schreiber [@CR54]; Harrison and Quinn [@CR26]; Palmqvist and Lundberg [@CR45]; Bascompte et al. [@CR3]; Roy et al. [@CR50]). The negative impact of dispersal on the stochastic growth rate *r* when there is spatial heterogeneity (i.e. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$a_1\ne a_2$$\end{document}$) has a long history going back to the work of Karlin ([@CR33]) on the *Reduction Principle*. Following Altenberg ([@CR1]) the reduction principle can be stated as the widely exhibited phenomenon that mixing reduces growth, and differential growth selects for reduced mixing. The first use of this principle in the study of the evolution of dispersal can be found in Hastings ([@CR27]). The work of Kirkland et al. ([@CR36]) provides an independent proof of the Reduction Principle and applications to nonlinear competing species in discrete-time, discrete-space models. In the case of continuous-time, discrete-space models (given by branching processes) a version of the Reduction Principle is analysed by Schreiber and Lloyd-Smith ([@CR57]).

*k* species competing and dispersing in *n* patches {#Sec10}
---------------------------------------------------

Real populations do not evolve in isolation and as a result much of ecology is concerned with understanding the characteristics that allow two species to coexist, or one species to take over the habitat of another. It is of fundamental importance to understand what will happen to an invading species. Will it invade successfully or die out in the attempt? If it does invade, will it coexist with the native population? Mathematical models for invasibility have contributed significantly to the understanding of the epidemiology of infectious disease outbreaks (Cross et al. [@CR12]) and ecological processes (Law and Morton [@CR38]; Caswell [@CR9]). There is widespread empirical evidence that heterogeneity, arising from abiotic (precipitation, temperature, sunlight) or biotic (competition, predation) factors, is important in determining invasibility (Davies et al. [@CR13]; Pyšek and Hulme [@CR47]). However, few theoretical studies have investigated this; see, e.g., Schreiber and Lloyd-Smith ([@CR57]), Schreiber and Ryan ([@CR58]) and Schreiber ([@CR55]).

In this paper we have considered the dynamics of one population that disperses through *n* patches. One possible generalization would be to look at *k* populations $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(\mathbf {X}^1,\ldots ,\mathbf {X}^k)$$\end{document}$ that compete with each other for resources, have different dispersion strategies and possibly experience the environmental noise differently. Looking at such a model could shed light upon fundamental problems regarding invasions in spatio-temporally heterogeneous environments.

The extension of our results to competition models could lead to the development of a stochastic version of the treatment of the evolution of dispersal developed for patch models in the deterministic setting by Hastings ([@CR27]) and Cantrell et al. ([@CR8]). In the current paper we have focused on how spatio-temporal variation influences the persistence and extinction of structured populations. In a follow-up paper we intend to look at the dispersal strategies in terms of *evolutionarily stable strategies* (ESS) which can be characterized by showing that a population having a dispersal strategy $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(D_{ij})$$\end{document}$ cannot be invaded by any other population having a different dispersal strategy $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$({\tilde{D}}_{ij})$$\end{document}$. The first thing to check would be whether this model has ESS and, if they exist, whether they are unique. One might even get that there are no ESS in our setting. For example, Schreiber and Li ([@CR56]) show that there exist no ESS for periodic non-linear models and instead one gets a coalition of strategies that act as an ESS. We expect to be able to generalize the results of Cantrell et al. ([@CR8]) to a stochastic setting using the methods from this paper.
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                \begin{document}$$ r>0$$\end{document}$ {#Sec11}
=======================================================

The next sequence of lemmas and propositions is used to prove Theorem [2.1](#FPar10){ref-type="sec"}. We start by showing that our processes are well-defined Markov processes.

Proposition A.1 {#FPar28}
---------------

The SDE (stochastic differential equation) defined by ([2.1](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) has unique strong solutions $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {X}(t)$$\end{document}$ is a strong Markov process with the Feller property, is irreducible on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {X}(0)\in \mathbb {R}_+^n{\setminus } \{\mathbf {0}\}$$\end{document}$.

Proof {#FPar29}
-----

Since the coefficients of ([2.1](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) are locally Lipschitz, there exists a unique local solution to ([2.1](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) with a given initial value. In other words, for any initial value, there is a stopping time $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(\mathbf {X}(t))_{t\ge 0}$$\end{document}$ satisfying ([2.1](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) up to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\lim \limits _{t\rightarrow \tau _e} \Vert \mathbf {X}(t)\Vert =\infty $$\end{document}$ (see e.g. Khasminskii [@CR35], Section 3.4). Clearly, if $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {X}(t)=0,\, t\in [0,\tau _e)$$\end{document}$ which implies that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\tau _e=\infty $$\end{document}$. By a comparison theorem for SDEs (see Geiß and Manthey ([@CR21], Theorem 1.2) and Remark [A.2](#FPar32){ref-type="sec"} below),$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \mathbb {P}\left\{ X_i(t)<{\mathcal {X}}_i(t),\, t\in (0,\tau _e), i=1,\ldots , n\right\} =1 \text { if }X_i(0)={\mathcal {X}}_i(0) \ge M_b \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$({\mathcal {X}}_i(t))_{t\ge 0}$$\end{document}$ is given by ([2.7](#Equ8){ref-type=""}). Since ([2.7](#Equ8){ref-type=""}) has a global solution due to the Lipschitz property of its coefficients, we have from ([A.1](#Equ36){ref-type=""}) that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|\mathbf {x}|\le r$$\end{document}$ we have$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} - \left| \frac{3a_i}{2}\right| \le a_i-b_i(x_i), \,i=1,\ldots ,n. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {X}(0)\in \mathbb {R}_+^n{\setminus } \{\mathbf {0}\}$$\end{document}$. By Evans et al. ([@CR18], Proposition 3.1), ([A.2](#Equ37){ref-type=""}), ([A.3](#Equ38){ref-type=""}) and a comparison argument (see Remark [A.2](#FPar32){ref-type="sec"} and the proof of Evans et al. ([@CR19], Theorem 4.1)), we can show that$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbb {P}\left\{ 0\le X_i(t)<{\mathcal {X}}_i(t)\,~\text {for all}~ t\ge 0, i=1,\ldots ,n\right\} =1$$\end{document}$, we can use standard arguments (e.g., Mao [@CR41], Theorem 2.9.3) to obtain the Feller property of the solution to ([2.1](#Equ2){ref-type=""}). $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Remark A.1 {#FPar30}
----------

There are different possible definitions of "Feller" in the literature. What we mean by Feller is that the semigroup $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Definition A.1 {#FPar31}
--------------
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Remark A.2 {#FPar32}
----------

One often wants to apply the well-known comparison theorem for one-dimensional SDEs (see Ikeda and Watanabe [@CR29]) to a multidimensional setting. Below we explain why we can make use of comparison theorems for stochastic differential equations in our setting. Consider the following two systems$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Let (C0), (C1), and (C2) be the following conditions.(C0)The solution to ([A.5](#Equ40){ref-type=""}) is pathwise unique and the drift coefficient *a*(*t*, *x*) is quasi-monotonously (see Definition [A.1](#FPar31){ref-type="sec"}) increasing with respect to *x*.(C1)For every $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The next series of lemmas and propositions are used to show that we can construct a function *V* satisfying the assumptions of Theorem [A.1](#FPar33){ref-type="sec"}.
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-----

To prove this lemma, it is more convenient to work with the process $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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-----
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Theorem B.1 {#FPar50}
-----------
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-----
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Sufficient conditions for the above properties can be obtained by verifying the well-known Hörmander condition as well as investigating the control systems associated with the diffusion ([2.4](#Equ5){ref-type=""}). Once we have the Markov chain $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For simplicity of presentation, we restrict ourselves to the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To proceed, we first convert ([C.6](#Equ120){ref-type=""}) to Stratonovich form to facilitate the verification of Hörmander's condition. System ([C.6](#Equ120){ref-type=""}) can be rewritten as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Appendix D: Robustness of the model {#Sec15}
===================================

The robustness is studied from several angles, including continuous dependence of *r* on the coefficients of the stochastic differential equation, robustness of persistence, and robust attenuation against extinction. They are presented in a couple subsections.

D.1: Continuous dependence of *r* on the coefficients {#Sec16}
-----------------------------------------------------
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### Remark D.1 {#FPar65}

The continuous dependence of *r* on the coefficients can also be proved by generalizing the arguments from the proof of Evans et al. ([@CR18], Proposition 3). Since Evans et al. ([@CR18], Proposition 3) focuses only on the continuity for a specific parameter rather than all parameters, we provided an alternative proof for the sake of completeness.

D.2: Robust persistence and extinction {#Sec17}
--------------------------------------

### Sketch of proof of Theorem 2.8 {#FPar66}
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